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Opportunity knocks in ‘the
best industry in the world’
arl Howkins was
made managing
director of Citroën
UK in June 2018,
charged with
growing the brand despite the
prevailing market headwinds.
One year in and buoyed by
the launch of the French firm’s
new SUV line-up, Howkins and
Citroën are making progress,
in terms of sales, market share,
dealer ratings and more.
Here, Howkins, 47, discusses
the challenges they have faced,
the solutions he’s putting in
place and the difficulties that
he believes are still to come.

K

What set you on this path?
“It certainly wasn’t school! I
started washing cars in a car
dealership in 1988 and worked
my way up. I spent six years
there and rose to become dealer
principal, before moving to
the manufacturer side, moving
around, taking opportunities in
Germany, back in the UK, in the
Netherlands, Switzerland and
the UK again; I’ve moved a bit.”
Did you think you’d make it
to the top back when you
were washing cars?
“I probably thought I would,
but I suspect the people around

me thought I was an arrogant,
snotty-nosed, over-confident
little 16-year-old – which I was.
In all honesty, I didn’t know
what I was going to do. I was
simply pleased to have a job.”
Would you recommend it?
“It’s the best industry in the
world – and the toughest.
People will always talk about
cars. Whatever brand you
represent, they aren’t just
rational purchases. There’s
an emotional part to the
equation that opens up
infinite opportunities
and complexities.
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2 Insight
“The diversity of the industry
is a testament to that, from
the brands to the variety of
channels that we operate in.
It’s cut-throat tough, and the
old adage that ‘the harder you
work, the luckier you get’ is also
true. The competition isn’t for
the faint-hearted, but it does
make certain personalities tick.”
What’s the most overlooked
aspect of the job?
“The difference getting out of
the office makes. It’s hard, but
you can’t learn unless you’re
talking to your team, your
retailers and your customers. At
least two nights a week, I’m out.
“It’s amazing how many
problems go away when you
have the sort of relationship
with someone where you can
pick up the phone and just talk
straightforwardly to them.”
Surely you can’t be friends
with your retailers and do
successful business, though?
“You can, but it’s a very fine line.
Of course, I want my retailers
to be motivated. But I’m not
going to make their lives easy
by harming my business just
to make them happy.
“In my experience, retailers
just want honesty. Be up front
and fair and they will engage.
Yes, sometimes you’ll have to go
toe-to-toe and exchange views,
but if you do it with honesty on
both sides, it works. You push,
they push, sometimes you
move, sometimes they move;
the main thing is that you listen
to one another and work toward
solutions rather than issues.”
Having in-demand cars, such
as the C5 Aircross, must help…
“There are no easy rides. If you
have a hot car, you want to sell
more – more to customers,
more than rivals and so on. You
have to search for ways to be
relevant to the customers, and
that’s a never-ending challenge.
“There are always strong cars
in the market and less strong
ones, even if that’s just because
your model line-up is older.
And on top of that, you have the
brand considerations. You need
people to have an affection for
the brand, not just a model.
“The truth is that the day
you think you’re on top of it
is the day before someone or
something sends a Sidewinder

‘We’re still
having to
be more
aggressive
than I’d like.
I hate preregistration’
missile in to change all that you
thought you knew.”
How was it when you arrived?
“We’d lost the dressing room
a little bit, although I say that
with no disrespect to my
predecessor; everybody
does things differently.
“My view is that there are
two groups you need to engage
100% before you start. Your
internal group need to know
what you’re about, what your
vision is and how you’ll get
there. They need to believe in it,
too, and move with you; go too
fast or overcomplicate things
and you’ll lose them as quickly
as if your plan is rubbish.
“Also, you need the retailers
to be part of your goals, because
they sure as hell will be integral
to you achieving them. And, as
I say, that means listening to
them, not just dictating. You
have to understand what’s
on their mind, what they’re
doing and be collegiate. Offer a
return on investment and most
retailers will come with you.”

Are you making progress?
“Yes. It’s not as good a story as
I’d like, but you have to measure
it all against the constraints of
the industry and the moment.
These are tough times.
“I think my team is clear on
where we want to get to, and
the retailers are starting to feel
some of the upsides. Our share
of voice is up in the media. We
are in a broader range of media.
Some of our advertising is firstclass. It’s cooking.
“We’re now asking a lot of the
retailers. I always preach that
‘nothing starts until we sell a
car’. That’s down to them. We
can all have the conversation,
but are they converting leads?
“In terms of where we are,
we’re still having to be more
aggressive than I’d like to sell
cars. I hate pre-registration,
but the industry is tough at
the moment. We’re at step
three or four of 10, if 10 is
where we want to be.”
Is the UK market overblown
after years of great exchange
rates making it profitable to
sell cars here, even cheaply?
“I can tell you my philosophy,
and that is that I won’t have one
decent month to the detriment
of the next six. It’s madness,
and it has the knock-on effect
of devaluing the brand. We’ve
held back from pre-registration
this year to the detriment
of volume but probably
over-attacked on rental. But
we can rebalance the rental
side, helped by the fact that
fleet business is up, as is the
commercial vehicle side.
Retail is down, of course, but
the key is to be agile.”

The C5 Aircross took just six months to hit 50,000 sales across Europe

Is Citroën chasing volume
or profitability, though?
“You want both, of course, but
another lesson of recent years
is that profit per car sale won’t
keep a business turning.
Retailers need to get smarter,
because the profit in some cars
in tiny now. That extends to
putting emphasis on things you
might never have considered
before; Citroën merchandising
is now worth €5 million per
year. That doesn’t divide very
far between all the dealers, but
it makes a difference. The UK
is the fastest-growing market
for accessories, up 700% or so.
That tells me we have massive
bandwidth as a brand; the
affection for Citroën is huge.”
Was that true a decade ago?
“No. I’m not sure you would
have been so proud of owning
a Citroën that you’d buy a
T-shirt to shout about it! Our
range today is transformed,
both in terms of quality and in
terms of the image it presents.
People know what Citroën is
and what it stands for now.
We’ve reinvented ourselves.”
What’s the key to that?
“Agility. We’re spending less
but achieving more. We’re lean
compared with rivals, not just
in the UK but globally. Not just
in terms of numbers, either, but
also in terms of our hierarchy.
“[PSA Group chief] Carlos
Tavares and [Citroën CEO] Linda
Jackson are straightforward
and direct. As a result, there’s
a culture in which we can go
to them, make a suggestion
and be heard. They push us
hard but also ask questions
and listen. Great bosses don’t
ask for the good news; they
ask ‘What aren’t we doing well?’
and ‘What can we change?’
“Change is the one certainty
we have. This industry will
suffer a lot more before it gets
better, and not just because of
our own need to change. Look
at Brexit as an example of an
outside force we need to face,
or how politicians sometimes
change their minds seemingly
on a whim. Look at diesel or
electric cars as challenges we
must embrace. Then there are
online sales, smaller retail sites
versus bigger ones and so on.
It’s tough. But, as I say, that’s
why I like it.”

Insight 3
1

s Tesla Model 3

2

s Skoda Karoq

3

t Volvo XC40

4

t Volkswagen T-Cross

5

s Volkswagen Golf

6

t Seat Arona

7

t Seat Ateca

8

s Land Rover Discovery Sport

9

t Volkswagen T-Roc

Top 20 most-read
new car reviews
on whatcar.com

10 s Skoda Kamiq

uch is the positive media storm
surrounding the Model 3 – Tesla’s
newest and most affordable electric car –
that it has no trouble in soaring to the
top of this month’s most-read chart,
with more than 3000 extra page views
over the second-placed Skoda Karoq.
Elsewhere, savvy buyers interested in
grabbing a deal on the Volkswagen
Golf ahead of the Mk8 model being
revealed later this year have pushed
that car to fifth following an absence
last month. The rival Mercedes A-Class also
reappears, helped by a new finance offer
of £269 per month for the entry-level diesel
that will run until 30 September.
As winter sets in, buyers are clearly
researching hardy SUVs to take them
through the cold months, because all
but four of this top 20 are high-riders.

16 t Volkswagen Tiguan

S

11 t Nissan Qashqai
12 t BMW X1
13 t Kia e-Niro
14 s Range Rover Evoque
15 s Mercedes-Benz A-Class
17 s Skoda Kodiaq
18 t Toyota RAV4
19 t Toyota Corolla
20 t Mazda CX-5
Golf charts
highly again
ahead of its
replacement;
Karoq is still
super-strong

To run bespoke brand reports
using whatcar.com market
data, please contact
insights@haymarket.com
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Top 20 most
searched-for
new car reviews
by brand on
whatcar.com
trong finance offers have
S helped Volkswagen keep top
spot this month, as has interest in
its upcoming ID 3 electric family
car. Similarly, the all-new 1 Series
arriving in BMW dealerships later
this month should buoy sales.
Despite having only a 0.5% share
of the UK market, Lexus displaces
Renault to move into the top 20
most searched-for, following its
coronation as Britain’s most
reliable brand in the 2019
What Car? Reliability Survey.
However, despite the new
Juke having been revealed,
Nissan falls from 12th to 17th.

Brand

UK sales
ranking

Market%
Aug 2019

1

–

Volkswagen

2

12.2

2

–

BMW

5

5.2

3

–

Audi

6

9.8

4

s Skoda

12

3.0

5

–

3

5.4

6

t Ford

1

11.7

7

s Toyota

7

4.5

8

t Kia

8

3.8

9

–

18

1.4

10 s Hyundai

10

2.9

11 s Mazda

21

1.6

12 t Seat

15

3.9

13 s Honda

19

2.8

14 s Land Rover

13

1.8

15 t Peugeot

11

3.9

16 s Suzuki

20

2.3

17 t Nissan

9

2.5

18 t Vauxhall

4

5.2

19 t Citroën

17

1.9

20 s Lexus

26

0.5

Mercedes-Benz

Volvo

New 1 Series
should boost
BMW; Lexus is
making its top
20 debut here

Volkswagen’s
ID 3 electric
family car is
due on sale
next year

To run bespoke
brand reports using
whatcar.com market
data, please contact
insights@haymarket.com

Insight 5

The Xceed is an
SUV-styled Ceed;
new Juke proved
properly popular

Top 10 most popular
new car first drives
on whatcar.com
hile interest in the current
Nissan Juke is waning, a
chance to get behind the wheel of
the all-new model in prototype form
was a big hit with our readers.
It’s interesting to note that four of
this month’s top 10 are electrified in
some way. The success of the new
EV version of the MG ZS is helped,
no doubt, by a generous offer from
the manufacturer: it will match the
Government’s £3500 grant for a
total saving of £7000. Meanwhile,
the BMW 330d is the only purely
diesel-engined car here.

W

1

Nissan Juke prototype

2

Volkswagen ID 3 prototype

3

Kia Xceed

4

Mercedes-Benz A-Class A250e

5

Audi A7 Sportback 45 TFSI

6

MG ZS EV

7

Audi A6 Allroad

8

Renault Mégane RS Trophy-R

9

Volvo XC90 B5

10 BMW 3 Series 330d

For further insight
from whatcar.com’s
unique website data,
please contact
insights@haymarket.com
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Top 10 most
popular features
and advice
stories on
whatcar.com
he results of our annual
T Reliability Survey made
for big news last month, as we
revealed the cars and brands
that are the most – and least –
likely to let motorists down.
Meanwhile, the long-awaited
reveal of the all-new Land Rover
Defender made headlines
across the globe, and our own
reveal story, which included
impressions from an off-road
passenger ride in a late-stage
prototype, proved very popular.
Potential buyers are clearly
keen to know what’s on the
horizon before putting their
money down, because our
list of cars coming soon is
consistently popular and
proved even more so after a
glut of new model reveals at
the Frankfurt motor show.
While interest in scrappage
schemes remains strong, this
has begun to wane as more
schemes come to an end.

1 2019 What Car? Reliability Survey
2 Best hybrid cars
3 2020 Land Rover Defender revealed
and tested off road
4 Best and worst electric cars
5 The UK’s most and least reliable brands
6 Latest scrappage scheme offers
7 Best used 4x4s
8 Best and worst large SUVs
9 Best small cars
10 Coming soon: new cars for 2019-2020

Reliability
Survey
In association with

Excitement over the
all-new Land Rover
Defender has been
brewing for years

To run bespoke
brand reports using
whatcar.com market
data, please contact
insights@haymarket.com

Insight 7
Top 10 most popular
new car lease
searches by brand
whatcar.com
olkswagen’s unveiling of the ID 3
V electric family hatchback at the
Frankfurt motor show has led to buyers
searching for more information and,
importantly, offers. The brand is also
helped by excellent leasing rates on the
Golf, particularly the electric version,
ahead of the new, eighth-generation
model being revealed later this year.

Top 10 most popular
new car lease
searches by model
whatcar.com
f ever you need a reminder about
I the popularity of SUVs, just look at
this list. Aside from the discounted Golf
at the top, every other spot on our top
10 is filled by this type of car as buyers
look for practical and hardy vehicles
ahead of winter.
Indeed, six of
our top 10 come
from the same
class – that of
the family SUV.

1

s Volkswagen

2

s BMW

3

t Audi

4

–

5

s Volvo

6

s Skoda

7

–

8

t Ford

9

s Kia

Mercedes-Benz

Land Rover

10 t Seat

Volkswagen
recently cut
the list price
of its e-Golf
by £2765

1

s Volkswagen Golf

2

s Skoda Karoq

3

t Volkswagen Tiguan

4

s Range Rover Evoque

5

s Volvo XC40

6

s Jaguar I-Pace

7

s Skoda Kodiaq

8

– Nissan Qashqai

9

s Kia Sportage

10 s Volvo XC60

To run bespoke
brand reports using
whatcar.com market
data, please contact
insights@haymarket.com
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Top 20 most
popular used
car reviews on
whatcar.com
he Range Rover Evoque makes
a leap forwards this month, from
14th to eighth, in a move no doubt
helped by savvy buyers looking to
take advantage of weakened values
on the recently replaced model.
Executive saloons have made a
minor comeback, with the previousgeneration Mercedes-Benz C-Class
claiming the space vacated by the
Vauxhall Mokka SUV, while the Jaguar
X-Type sneaks back into the list in
spite of its age.
The most significant new arrival,
however, is the venerable Land Rover
Defender. After massive coverage of
the all-new car at the Frankfurt motor
show, interest in the original spiked as
readers wanted to find out what to
look for when buying a no-frills 4x4.

T

1

s Ford Fiesta 2008-2017

2

– Nissan Qashqai 2014-present

3

s BMW 3 Series 2012-2019

4

– Skoda Yeti 2009-2017

5

s Ford Focus 2011-2018

6

s Land Rover Freelander 2006-2014

7

s Porsche Cayenne 2010-2017

8

s Range Rover Evoque 2011-2019

9

s BMW X3 2010-2018

10 t Nissan Qashqai 2007-2013
11 s Volvo V50 2004-2012
12 s Audi A3 2013-present
13 s Land Rover Defender 1990-2016
14 s Volkswagen Polo 2009-2017
15 s Mazda CX-5 2012-2017
16 t Volvo XC60 2008-2017
17 s Vauxhall Mokka 2012-2016
18 s Mercedes-Benz C-Class 2007-2014
19 – Volkswagen Golf 2013-present
20 s Jaguar X-Type 2001-2010

Saloons may be
losing out to SUVs,
but the C-Class is
persistently popular

To run bespoke
model reports using
whatcar.com market
data, please contact
insights@haymarket.com

WHAT CAR?
ON TOUR:
THE RESULTS
What Car? has raised £3850 for the
automotive industry charity Ben,
through its marathon tour of UK car
retailers and manufacturers. The epic
trip celebrated the first anniversary
of the new What Car? website and
its New Car Buying platform.
The What Car? team travelled the
length and breadth of the country,
from Hendy Renault in Portsmouth to
West End Garage Skoda in Stirling,
with £10 donated for each visit.
Although the target was initially
set at 365 visits, the end result was
385, meaning a total of £3850 will
go towards promoting health and
wellbeing within the industry.
What Car? managing director
Rachael Prasher said: “We’re all very
grateful for the time our participating

retailers and manufacturers have
given to host us for our tour across
the UK. We’re incredibly proud to have
partnered with such an inspiring
charity as Ben.
“Our New Car Buying platform
and new website have transformed
our business, and we’ve enjoyed
significant growth over the past 12
months as a result. By working with
franchised retailers, we’re able to
directly help customers get their
hands on the new car they’ve been
looking for at a fair price for all.”
The business development director
at Ben, Matt Wiggington, praised the
What Car? team’s “incredible” effort,
saying: “Thank you for all the hard
work, and we look forward to seeing
the money being put to good use.”
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What Car?’s power to inform
2019 What Car? Reliability Survey
he results of the annual
What Car? Reliability
Survey continue to drive
traffic throughout the year,
but interest rose dramatically
following the publication of
our 2019 results in September
– fuelled by the experiences of
more than 18,000 car owners.
National media coverage

T

ensured that the survey results
enjoyed a big lift before
settling to a level of traffic that
was more than three and a
half times higher than that of
the survey results before the
latest update.
The survey ranks cars for
reliability according to class,
but it also ranks brands.

Only the Lexus CT,
Kia Soul and Toyota
Yaris Hybrid scored
a 100% reliability
rating this year

Reliability
Survey
In association with
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Data source: Google Analytics
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Target Price Top 10
largest new car
discounts this month
hese are the
largest discounts
revealed by What Car?’s
mystery shoppers over
the past month. They
typically highlight
slow-selling and run-out
models or, occasionally,
models in which there is
a fierce manufacturerdriven battle for
market share.

T

£

Hyundai’s five-year-old
i20 is struggling to com
pete
with a host of more des
irable new small hatchb
acks

1

Fiat Tipo 1.4 Easy

29.5%

2

Suzuki Baleno 1.0 Boosterjet SZ-T

27.6%

3

Seat Leon 1.5 TSI Evo SE

23.2%

4

Fiat Panda 1.2 Pop

22.6%

5

Nissan Juke 1.6 112 Acenta

21.6%

6

Volkswagen Sharan 2.0 TDI 115 S DSG

20.4%

7

Hyundai i20 1.2 MPi S Connect

19.7%

8

Vauxhall Mokka X 1.4T Elite 4WD

19.6%

9

Seat Ibiza 1.0 MPI SE

19.3%

10 Volkswagen Sharan 1.4 TSI SE Nav

18.7%

Target Price Top 10
new car discount
reductions this month
hese are the
discounts that
have reduced by the
greatest amount in the
past month, as found by
What Car?’s mystery
shoppers. Often they
show a cut in incentives
on a heavily discounted
model, but they can
also signal increased
demand for that car.

T

£

ge
anded the Stelvio SUV ran
Alfa Romeo recently exp
level
trim
e
nal
zio
rna
Inte
o
with its traditional Turism

1

Honda Jazz 1.3 i-VTEC S

-5.0%

2

Ssangyong Tivoli 1.6 Ultimate

-4.9%

3

Honda HR-V 1.5 i-VTEC SE

-3.2%

4

Peugeot 108 1.0 72 Active

-3.0%

5

Alfa Romeo Stelvio

-2.5%

6

Hyundai i30 1.0 T-GDi N Line

-2.3%

7

Nissan Juke 1.6 112 Acenta

-2.3%

8

Volvo XC60 T8 Twin Engine range

-1.0%

9

Skoda Kodiaq vRS 2.0 BiTDI 239 4x4 DSG

-0.7%

10 Audi A7 Sportback

-0.5%

Insight 13
Target Price this month
Analysis of new car incentives
n Brexit uncertainty is continuing to
cause buyers to delay purchasing
or hold out for a better deal.
n However, with the September plate
change period being one of the last
key opportunities of the year to boost
sales, there has been a significant
rise in discounts and finance offers.
n The average cash saving has
increased by more than 13% in
relative terms over recent months
to stand at 8.1%, or £2737 per car.
n High levels of finance-based
support from manufacturers are also
being maintained, adding a further
average saving of £1746 per car.
n Manufacturers and dealers are
committing more than £26.6 million
worth of savings in an attempt to
make September a success and
build momentum going into Q4.
n For the first time in 2019, there has
been month-on-month growth in the
average cash discount across all
market segments, led by small SUVs
with a 10.1% relative increase.

n Dealers seem prepared to risk more
of their already severely restricted
trading margins, while manufacturers
are giving support in various forms.
n Seat dealers are currently the most
generous when offering an average
cash discount across a model range,
at 15.2%, followed by Citroën at 13.6%
and Nissan at 13.5%.
n Nissan made the highest monthon-month increase to its average
cash discount: 27% in relative terms.
£

Target Price is researched by
What Car?’s team of mystery shoppers.
To find out more, please contact
insights@haymarket.com
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Target Price this month
Luxury SUVs, hot hatches, sports cars
Luxury SUVs
n The average discount is currently
6.5%, or £3003 per car. This represents
a modest (0.2%) actual increase over
last month and places luxury SUVs
second-lowest in the segment table,
above hot hatches and sports cars.
n This discount represents two-thirds
of the total average (cash and
finance) saving, with a further £1628
per car available in manufacturers’
finance deposit contributions.
n The Audi Q7 can be bought with
an average cash discount of 10.3%
(£6290 per car), the Volvo XC90 with
9.7% (£5675) off and the MercedesBenz GLE with 8.8% (£5323) off.
n Audi is also the most generous with
finance deposit contributions, at an
average of £5000, linked to a 6.6%
APR PCP deal on the Q7. It’s followed
by Land Rover, contributing £2962
(4.9% APR PCP) or £2667 (5.9% APR).

increasingly anxious to close 2019
with improved results, there might not
be a better time for buyers to try.
Hot hatches and sports cars
n The average cash discount across
the hot hatches and sports cars
segment is 4.6%, or £2588 per car.
n While this is slightly up on last
month, there’s a downward trend in
savings that stands in contrast to the
majority of other vehicle segments.
n Dealers can keep cash discounts
pegged back, due to high demand
and restricted supply or low sales
targets, but some manufacturers
have poured their incentive cash
into finance deposit contributions.
n The biggest of these are £9975
on Mercedes-AMG S63 variants,
£5000 on Nissan’s 370Z and GT-R and
£2500 on the Skoda Octavia vRS.
£

n Haggling discounts on luxury SUVs
will never be easy, because there’s
often high demand and restricted
supply. But with manufacturers

To learn more about
What Car?’s Target Price
analysis data, please contact
insights@haymarket.com

Insight 15

True MPG
Real-world
range tests
ince launching True
MPG, What Car? has
tested more than 1000 cars
in real-world conditions,
using cutting-edge test
equipment to establish the
real-world fuel economy
of new cars. What Car?’s
True MPG data has now
been used by more than
three million visitors to the
website since April 2012.
As new models are
released and What Car?
Applies its thorough,
real-world True MPG
discipline, the vehicle
economy rankings shift.
This month, we showcase
the most efficient family
hatchbacks we’ve tested.

S

Make and model

True
MPG

1

Vauxhall Astra 1.6 CDTi 110 Ecoflex

56.3

2

Seat Leon 1.6 TDI 110 Ecomotive

56.0

3

Seat Leon 1.0 TSI 115

53.1

4

Volkswagen Golf 1.0 TSI 110

49.7

5

Infiniti Q30 1.5d

49.7

6

Fiat Tipo 1.6 Multijet 120

49.1

7

Audi A3 2.0 TDI

47.3

8

Renault Mégane 1.5 dCi 110

47.2

9

Vauxhall Astra 1.0 Turbo Ecoflex

46.5

10

Seat Leon 1.4 TSI 150

46.1

The results
Cars with small, turbocharged petrol
engines have a reputation for not being
very fuel efficient in the real world, but
our True MPG results show that’s not
deserved. Indeed, the Seat Leon in
1.0 TSI 115 form is only marginally less
efficient than its 1.6-litre diesel sibling.
Similarly, a Volkswagen Golf 1.0 TSI 110
will cost you less to fuel than an Audi A3
with a 2.0-litre diesel engine, returning
the same result as the Infiniti Q30 with
a 1.5-litre diesel.
The 1.5-litre diesel
Mégane was beaten by
the petrol-engined Seat
Leon and VW Golf

True MPG uses a real-world test route
but is conducted on test rigs at
Millbrook to ensure test repeatability

16 Insight
Cross-shopping on whatcar.com
BMW 3 Series
s might be expected, the stiffest
competition for our reigning
executive car champion comes from
its closest premium rivals, the Audi A4
and Mercedes-Benz C-Class. Interest
in both cars increases over time, with
more than a quarter of prospective
buyers still considering the A4 by
the time they’re ready to purchase.
Other alternatives are somewhat
surprising, including the Volvo XC40
family SUV and V60 estate. Clearly,
buyers who will also use their

A

executive car as family transport
want to maximise space.
It’s that practicality argument that
ultimately puts an end to the Audi
A3 Sportback and Volkswagen Golf
here. Interest in BMW’s larger 5 Series
increases substantially over time,
though, as buyers consider whether
they can enter the luxury car class.
Cheaper executive saloons from
Volkswagen and Skoda also feature,
but interest in both models eventually
wanes in favour of that posh badge.

Alternatives looked at
by potential buyers

IMAGE

Source: Google Analytics

For further insight from
whatcar.com’s unique
website data, please contact
insights@haymarket.com

Insight 17
Cross-shopping on whatcar.com
Skoda Karoq
he super-sensible Skoda Karoq
faces a tough challenge from
within its own family group, with five
other Volkswagen Group SUVs – both
larger and smaller than it – vying for
buyers’ attention from the outset.
Of these, it’s only interest in the
Volkswagen Tiguan that grows over
time, while the smaller Volkswagen
T-Roc remains stable. Outside of the
VW Group, it’s the big-selling Nissan
Qashqai that puts in the toughest
challenge, with interest only fading

T

slightly as potential buyers come
closer to doing a deal.
It’s interesting to see two other SUVs
that are related to one another – the
Kia Sportage and Hyundai Tucson –
both appearing here, but it’s only
the Sportage that becomes more
appealing over time.
Elsewhere, the Peugeot 3008 suffers
the biggest drop in interest over time,
despite having also started with the
smallest percentage of interest from
shoppers – and being a four-star car.

Alternatives looked at
by potential buyers

IMAGE

Source: Google Analytics

For further insight from
whatcar.com’s unique
website data, please contact
insights@haymarket.com

18 Insight
New Car Buying:
cars generating
the most leads
from buyers at
whatcar.com
he Volkswagen Group holds
T court in our top 20 this month,
with models from the group’s brands
occupying half of the positions in the
table, including six in the top 10.
There’s a broad church of SUVs
represented this month, too, with the
dinky Volkswagen T-Cross at one end
and the giant Audi Q7 at the other.
A rise in the average Target Price
discount on Skoda’s Karoq boosts
that SUV up from 20th position last
month to break into the top 10, with
buyers able to save an average of
£1907 across the range in September.
Conversely, despite the fact that
Target Price discounts are holding
firm on the Ford Fiesta (the bestselling car in the UK, as usual), that
model jumps from 11th to fifth
place – helped, no doubt, by
attractive PCP finance offers.

New Car
Buying

1

– Volkswagen Polo

2

– Seat Arona

3

s Volvo XC60

4

s Mercedes-Benz A-Class

5

s Ford Fiesta

6

t Kia e-Niro

7

s Seat Ibiza

8

t Volkswagen T-Cross

9

s Skoda Karoq

10 s Volkswagen Golf
11 s Range Rover Evoque
12 t Ford Focus
13 t Kia Picanto
14 s Seat Ateca
15 t Volkswagen T-Roc
16 t Volvo XC40
17 t Audi Q5
18 s Hyundai i10
19 s Toyota Corolla
20 s Audi Q7
The Polo once
again reigns
supreme, while
SUVs had a
bountiful month

To find out more about the
What Car? New Car Buying
service, contact
insights@haymarket.com

Insight 19

New models have
boosted sales leads
for Mini and Nissan

New Car Buying:
brands generating
the most leads
from buyers at
whatcar.com

1

–

Volkswagen

2

–

Audi

3

s

Seat

4

s

Volvo

5

s

Mercedes-Benz

6

t

Kia

7

–

Ford

8

s

Land Rover

9

s

Toyota

10 t

BMW

11 t

Skoda

12

–

Hyundai

13 s

Nissan

14 s

Jaguar

15 t

Mazda

16 s

Peugeot

17 s

Mini

hile interest in Nissan has slumped
18 s Dacia
W elsewhere, the new Juke results in a
19 t Honda
five-place rise for the Japanese brand
20 – Renault
What Car?
here. Likewise, Mini enters the top 20
is the UK’s premier
thanks to its new three-door Electric.
destination for
Meanwhile, the axing of the Baleno
in-market car buyers.
and Celerio by Suzuki has led to that
brand falling out of this month’s
Every month, more than
list, and Kia suffers a fall to the
two million potential car
same degree, despite a recent
buyers visit our website. To date,
increase in Niro advertising.
car buyers have watched our video
reviews more than 70 million times.
More than 240,000 people
follow us on social media.
Our magazine is purchased by more
than 50,000 car buyers each month.
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More

Find out how you can reach
these in-market buyers with the
What Car? New Car Buying service.

Avoid a race to the
lowest price; deals are
based on What Car?’s
Target Price, which
represents a fair price for the
consumer and the dealer

A pricing
model that gives
you a far more
cost-effective ROI
compared with
other channels

For more information go to
whatcar.com/increasemysales

We encourage more
leads for you by
protecting consumer
privacy with direct
communication
on our platform

